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ABSTRACTDigital image analysis appears to be more and morerelevant to the study of physical phenomena involvinguid motion, and of their evolution over time. In thatcontext, 2D deformable motion analysis is one of theimportant issues to be investigated. The interpreta-tion of such deformable 2D ow �elds can generally bestated as the characterization of linear models providedthat �rst order approximations are considered in an ad-equate neighborhood of so-called singular points, wherethe velocity becomes null. This paper describes an ef-�cient method, based on a statistical approach, whichexplicitly addresses these problems, and allows us to lo-cate, characterize and track such singular points in animage sequence. It does not require the prior compu-tation of the velocity �eld. The method has been val-idated by experiments carried out with synthetic andreal examples corresponding to meteorological imagesequences. In fact, the described approach can be ofinterest in di�erent applications dealing with the char-acterization of vector �elds.1. INTRODUCTIONDigital analysis of image sequences appears to be moreand more relevant to the study of physical phenomenainvolving uid motion. This may concern di�erent do-mains like meteorology, oceanography, or uid mechan-ics. In that context, 2D deformable motion analysisis one of the most important issues to be investigated[1, 2, 3]. The interpretation of such deformable 2D ow�elds can generally be stated as the characterization oflinear models provided that �rst order approximationsare considered in an adequate neighborhood of so-calledsingular (or critical) points, where the velocity becomesnull [4]. However, locating such points, delimiting thisneighborhood, and estimating the associated 2D a�neow �eld, are intricate di�cult problems. This paperdescribes an e�cient method based on a statistical ap-proach which explicitly addresses these three problems,

and allows us to locate, characterize and track such sin-gular points in an image sequence, using an adaptiveon-line determination of the optimal estimation win-dow in position and size.2. MOTION MODELING ANDCLASSIFICATIONWe consider a 2D a�ne motion �eld in a 2D imageplane. It can be described by a �rst order di�erentialequation: _X = AX + b (1)where _X denotes the velocity vector at point X in theimage. If the matrix A is not singular, the correspond-ing motion �eld has only one singular point ~X givenby: ~X = �A�1b: (2)The qualitative characterization of the motion �eld re-lies on the orientation of the velocity vectors (i.e. onthe structure of A)[4]. Six typical motion con�gura-tions can be identi�ed (node, saddle, star-node, im-proper node, center and spiral)[1, 2].The linear approximation can be considered due tothe Gorbman-Hartman theorem [5]. In the neighbor-hood of a critical point, the linearized velocity �eld ishomeomorphic to the original velocity �eld (if the latteris continuously di�erentiable). In others terms, thereexist a neighborhood around a critical point where thetrue motion can be described properly by a linear mo-tion (this means that the two motions share the samestructural properties).We have de�ned the following scheme to achievedthis classi�cation. The knowledge of the sign or thenullity of three functions of the estimated coe�cientsof matrix A is in fact su�cient to build a decision bi-nary tree which enables to determine the class of theestimated motion [6]. These three functions are the de-terminant, the trace, and the discriminant of A. Theirvariances can be easily computed knowing the variances



of coe�cients of matrix Â. A value f taken by a func-tion F is considered to be e�ectively null if zero belongsto the interval [f� 12 �̂F ; f+ 12 �̂F ], where �̂2F is the esti-mated variance of F . Similarly, the value of F is consid-ered to be positive (resp. negative) if [f� 12 �̂F ; f+ 12 �̂F ]is a subset of IR+ (resp. a subset of IR�).3. ESTIMATION OF THE LINEARMOTION MODELThe 2D linear (or more exactly a�ne) motion modelis computed directly from the image intensities usinga gradient-based multi-resolution robust estimationmethod described in [7], using the usual constant bright-ness assumption [8]. This method takes advantage of amultiresolution framework and an incremental schemebased on the Gauss-Newton technique. Moreover, itminimizes an M-estimator criterion based on a hard-redescending function to ensure the goal of robustness.This estimator allows us to get an accurate estimationof the dominant motion in the considered estimationsupport, which is of key interest for the estimation ofthe corresponding singular point (relation (2)), espe-cially at the initial iterations of the algorithm. Thismethod permits also to estimate the variances of themotion parameters [7].4. ESTIMATION OF CRITICAL POINTSWe want to properly estimate the a�ne motion model,by �nding the neighborhood in which this �rst orderapproximation holds in order to correctly locate thecorresponding singular point. Moreover, the windowcenter should be as close as possible to the unknownlocation of the critical point to ensure a reliable estima-tion. We propose a statistical approach which allowsus to handle simultaneously these questions.We start from a window W1 which can be taken atrandom and may or may not include a critical point.Let us now assume that we have performed the ith iter-ation of the algorithm. That is, we have i-times shiftedthe estimation window from this initial position, andwe have de�ned the estimation windowWi, of center Ciand size Si. We have now to de�ne the position Ci+1 ofthe next estimation window Wi+1 and its size Si+1. Inthe current window Wi, the estimate ~Xi of the criticalpoint is computed from the estimates Âi and b̂i usingrelation (2). If ~Xi lies inside the window Wi, then, wetake Ci+1 = ~Xi. Otherwise, Ci+1 is given by the inter-section between the segment [Ci; ~Xi] and the border ofthe windowWi. This somewhat \cautious" way of tak-ing into account the estimation of ~Xi is due to the fact

that we cannot ensure both the linearity of the motion�eld within Wi and the accuracy of the estimate ~Xi if~Xi lies outside Wi.If the estimated location of the critical point is out-side the window Wi, then the window size does notchange (Si+1 = Si). Otherwise, the size Si+1 of the es-timation window may be seen as a nuisance parameterin the estimation of the hidden variable correspond-ing to the critical point position ~X . The evaluationof the nuisance parameter is based on a risk functionR( ~X; ~Xi+1). This function may be decomposed in twoterms, bias and variance:R( ~X; ~Xi+1) = Ek ~X � ~Xi+1k2 = B2( ~Xi+1)+ �̂2( ~Xi+1):(3)It is rather intuitive that the window size must be suf-�ciently large to correctly estimate the critical point~X in presence of noise (i.e. we want to minimize theestimate variance), and not too large in order to ensurethat the linear approximation still holds (i.e. we do notwant to introduce bias in the estimation of matrix A,and then, of ~X). Thus, we make the assumption thatthe bias is an increasing function of the estimation win-dow size S and the variance is a decreasing function ofS. Then, we search the value S�i+1 of Si+1 where thebias and the estimate variance are equal. The corre-sponding critical point is denoted ~X�i+1.We will restrict ourselves to a \discrete" version ofthis problem, and will search the optimal value Ŝi+1within a set of n given sizes, fSli+1; 0 � l � n � 1g,with Sli+1 � Sl+1i+1 ; 8l. ~X li+1 will denote the criticalpoint estimated within the window W li+1 of size Sli+1.All the windows W li+1 have the same center Ci+1.In order to �nd Ŝi+1, we adopt a statistical crite-rion, which has been described in [9]. The best estima-tor Ŝi+1 of S�i+1 is the value S l̂i+1 which satis�es:l̂ = maxfl : 8r; r < l : k ~X li+1� ~Xri+1k2 � 8� �̂2( ~Xri+1)g:(4)We can give the following intuitive explanation of thistest. As long as successive estimates ~X li+1 stay closeto each other, we decide that the bias (3) is \small"and the size of the estimation window can be increasedto improve the estimation of the linear model. If anestimated point ~Xli+1 appears \far" from the prece-dent ones, we interpret this as the dominance of thebias over the variance term (the motion �eld cannot beconsidered anymore linear in the window W li+1). Thetheoretical derivation of this test is beyond the scopeof the paper (see [9] and [10] for details). Convergenceis reached when the estimation window does not need



to be changed in position, nor in size.5. RESULTSIn order to �nd all critical point locations, we scan theimage by considering overlapping windows, i.e. squareblocks. Our estimation method allows us to considera not too dense subdivision of the image into blocks,thus saving CPU time while bringing more robustness.Shifts in rows and columns are such that two neigh-boring blocks overlap each other by the half of theirsize. Moreover, given an initial block, the algorithm isrun if the following condition is satis�ed. At the �rstiteration, the distance between the estimation windowW1 and the corresponding estimated singular point ~X1must be lower than a given threshold (typically, thewidth of the block).Tracking over time of the singular points proceedsas follows. Starting with the critical points detectedin the �rst frame, we estimate their new location us-ing only one initial block for each point in the secondimage. It is given by the �nal estimation window inthe previous frame. This may be repeated for all thesequence frames. Moreover, we can also eliminate spu-rious critical points by checking the temporal coherenceof their detection over time.We have applied our method on several image se-quences. We report here results obtained on two realsequences. The �rst one (Fig.1) is a sequence of mete-orological pictures depicting a large scale atmosphericdisturbance on the western Europe and the north ofAfrica. The second one (Fig.2) is another real imagesequence taken by Meteosat. It also contains an atmo-spheric disturbance. Results, which validate our ap-proach, are commented upon in the captions of Fig. 1and 2. Other experiments can also be found in [6].6. CONCLUSIONWe have developed a new method to detect and lo-cate singular points in a deformable ow �eld. Besides,it permits to qualitatively interpret its structure whiletaking into account the uncertainty in the estimationof the motion parameters. It must be pointed out thatour method does not depend strongly on the initializa-tion. It also appears to be more e�cient and reliablethan a vote technique combining estimates systemat-ically computed in a set of blocks. Furthermore, theprinciple of our approach allows us to use the proposedmethod not only to detect singular point in a givenimage, but also, without modi�cation, to track themalong the sequence. Several experiments (with syn-
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(a) (b) (c)Figure 1: First real meteorological sequence, a disturbance. (a) The linear ow sub�eld estimated around thecritical point, well classi�ed as a spiral one, is plotted in the �nal estimation window (zoomed), one every 5 vectoris displayed, and the vector magnitudes are magni�ed by a factor of 4. (b) Successive positions of the estimationwindow center along the algorithm iterations, the initialisation is near the image center. This path converges tothe spiral point. The �nal estimation window (white rectangular) is also plotted. (c) The successive estimationwindows are plotted (the initialisation is the same as in (b)).
(a) (b) (c)Figure 2: Second real meteorological image sequence (30 images). (a) The �rst frame of the sequence; the validatedcritical point is pointed with a white cross and the �nal estimation window is visualized with a white rectangular.(b) The estimated uncertainties of ~X location is about 7 pixels in x and y. The tracking over the time of thiscritical point is superimposed on the last frame of the image sequence. We can note that the estimated position ofthe spiral critical point, in the last image, correctly coincides with the real data. (c) The estimated sub-�eld of theestimated critical point is plotted in the last estimation window, one every 4 vector is displayed, and the vectormagnitudes are magni�ed by a factor of 2.AcknowledgmentsMeteorological image sequences (Fig. 1 and 2) have been respectively provided by CMS, Lannion, France andLMD, Palaiseau, France.


